
DECISION 2019 NSUARB 39 
M09044 and M09024

NOVA SCOTIA UTILITY AND REVIEW BOARD

IN THE MATTER OF THE INSURANCE ACT

- and -

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS by IAO ACTUARIAL CONSULTING SERVICES 
AON REED STENHOUSE INC. for approval to modify its rates and risk-classification 
systems for commercial vehicles and interurban trucks

BEFORE: Jennifer Nicholson, CPA, CA, Member

APPLICANT: IAO ACTUARIAL CONSULTING SERVICES AON REED
STENHOUSE INC.

FINAL SUBMISSIONS: February 28, 2019

DECISION DATE: March 21, 2019

DECISION: Applications are approved as modified
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I INTRODUCTION

[1] IAO Actuarial Consulting Services Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc. (IAO or 

Company) filed supporting documents and materials (Applications) with the Nova Scotia 

Utility and Review Board (Board) for approval to modify its rates and risk-classification 

systems for commercial vehicles and interurban trucks. The Applications were dated 

January 14, 2019.

[2] Information Requests (IRs) for commercial vehicles and interurban trucks 

were sent to the Company on February 4, 2019, and responses were received on 

February 6, 2019.

[3] As a result of a review by Board staff, a staff report dated February 28, 2019 

(Staff Report) was prepared. The Staff Report was provided to the Company for review 

on the same day. The Company responded on February 28, 2019, indicating that it had 

reviewed the Staff Report and had no comments.

[4] The Board did not deem it necessary to hold an oral hearing on the 

Applications.

II ISSUE

[5] The issue in these Applications is whether the proposed rates and changes 

to the risk-classification systems are just and reasonable and in compliance with the 

Insurance Act {Act) and its Regulations.
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III ANALYSIS

[6] The Company sought approval to change its rates and its risk-classification 

systems for commercial vehicles and interurban trucks. The Applications were made in 

accordance with the Board’s Rate Filing Requirements for Automobile Insurance - 

Section 155G Prior Approval (Rate Filing Requirements). The Company’s mandatory 

filing date for all vehicles was February 1, 2019.

[7] The proposed effective date is July 1,2019.

Rate Level Changes

[8] The proposed changes represent an overall rate level increase of 5% for 

commercial vehicles and 5.4% for interurban trucks.

[9] In considering the Company’s Applications, Board staff reviewed all aspects 

of the ratemaking procedure, including the following:

• Loss trends and the effects of reform;
• Loss development;
• Premium (rate group drift) trends;
• Expense provisions, including Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expenses;
• Experience period and weights;
• Credibility standards and complement of credibility;
• Premium to surplus leverage ratio; and
• Target and proposed Return on Equity (ROE).

[10] Based on this review, the only issue warranting further discussion is loss

trends.
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Loss Trends

[11] Board staff requested Oliver Wyman (OW), the Board’s consulting 

actuaries, develop assumptions for loss trends for commercial vehicles. OW examined 

trends for frequency, severity, and loss cost information, and made its selections after 

examining both five and ten years of data, on a half-yearly basis. For future trends, OW 

selected the most recent past trend assuming it would continue.

[12] IAO reviewed industry data in Nova Scotia from 2003 to 2017 to determine 

its loss trend assumptions. The Company used a variety of analyses including compound 

annual trends, exponential regression and linear regression over the last ten, seven and 

five years to determine frequency, severity and loss costs.

[13] Board staff provided a table comparing the IAO and OW loss trend 

selections. Most of the selections were within a small range. For those that were outside 

the range, several resulted in higher rates while the others produced lower rates.

[14] Despite these differences in trend selections for IAO and OW, the overall 

indications under both loss trend selections are reasonably close. Based on this result, 

Board staff recommend, in the circumstances of these Applications, using IAO loss trend 

selections when preparing indications which are to be the target against which to assess 

the proposed changes. The Board agrees.

[15] IAO also used these commercial vehicle trends assumptions for interurban 

trucks. This is common practice when there is insufficient experience analyzing trends 

for a particular class of vehicle.
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Comparison of Proposed Rates to Indicated Rates

[16] lAO's proposed rates matched its indications for all coverages except for 

SEF#44 for commercial vehicles and SEF#44 and Bodily Injury for interurban trucks.

Commercial Vehicles

[17] The Company proposed a small decrease related to SEF #44 for 

commercial vehicles. The indicated change for this coverage would result in a decrease 

of almost 20%. Current rates are in line with industry averages. Therefore, the indicated 

reduction does not seem prudent.

[18] IAO rates result in a proposed ROE of 12.26% which is slightly above the 

Board’s range. Despite this slightly higher ROE, the Board finds the proposed rates are 

just and reasonable and approves them.

Interurban Trucks

[19] For SEF#44, the Company proposed to keep rates essentially at current 

levels despite an indication for a slight decrease.

[20] For Bodily Injury, the Company proposed an increase of 13.4% when the 

indication was for about a 1 % increase. When asked about this difference, the Company 

compared the industry average premium to their proposed premium. Their proposal, 

even though higher than the indicated level, is still significantly lower than the industry 

average.

[21] The IAO proposed rates result in a ROE of 15.13% which is higher than the 

Board’s range of 10% to 12%. The companies using the IAO rates generally have a very
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small book of business, especially for interurban trucks. Small books present a greater 

risk due to increased volatility and therefore higher ROEs may be reasonable.

[22] Despite this higher ROE, the Board finds the proposed rates are just and 

reasonable and approves them.

Differentials or Relativities

[23] IAO proposed to change many of its differentials or relativities; namely 

territory, class, driving record, deductible, and liability limit. Board staff reviewed the 

selected changes and analysis provided and recommended the Board approve the 

changes. The Board agrees.

Automobile Insurance Manual

[24] Board staff have reviewed the Automobile Insurance Manual on file and 

found no instances where the Company is in violation of the Regulations. The Company 

proposed one change to its Automobile Insurance Manual in addition to those necessary 

to effect the changes noted in this Decision.

[25] IAO proposed the inclusion of a new driving record (DR), DR 7 to the Nova 

Scotia manual. The difference between DR 7 and DR 6 is the requirement for all 

operators to be continuously licenced for seven years instead of six years, and for all 

operators to be at-fault accident free for seven years versus six years. Under the 

proposed driving record definitions, a risk who had its last at-fault accident 6.5 years ago, 

for example, would be classified differently (DR 6) than a risk who had its last at-fault 

accident seven or more years ago (DR 7).
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[26] The use of an at-fault claim that is more than six years old as a risk-

classification factor is prohibited in Nova Scotia. Therefore, the Board does not approve 

this new DR.

IV FINDINGS

[27] The Board finds that the Applications comply with the Act and Regulations, 

as well as the Rate Filing Requirements.

[28] The Board finds the proposed rates are just and reasonable.

[29] The Applications included full actuarial indications and the required 

territorial analysis; therefore, qualify to set the new mandatory filing date for commercial 

vehicles and interurban trucks for the Company to February 1, 2020.

[30] The Board approves the effective date of July 1,2019.

[31] The Company is required to file an electronic version of its updated 

Automobile Insurance Manual within 30 days of the issuance of the Order in this matter.

[32] An Order will issue accordingly.

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, this 21st day of March, 2019.

v
Jennifer L. Nicholson
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